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Time Target: 30-45 min 
 
Gurbani/History:  
In our class we learnt about the evolution of Gurduaras - Part 2 (Post Guru Period)    

Based on the class discussions, please answer any ONE of following questions in 

PANJABI (25 points): 

 

1. Write a summary of the evolution of Gurduaras starting after the Guru period 

upto recent history (including 1984).  Please provide atleast 3 Gurbani quotes 

supporting some of the attributes. 

2. For each period after the Gurus, there were certain attributes on how the 

Gurudaras were used.  Pick two periods and discuss/explain how the Gurduaras 

were utilized.  In your answer provide the following: 

a. How was the Gurduara used (eg. Refuge)? 

b. Which Leader/Movement promoted this attribute? 

c. Provide atleast one quotation from Gurbani that provides us the teachings 

for this attribute.  Also provide the meaning of the quotation line. 

d. Provide works cited (Name of Book, Name of Author, Page number) 

 

Note: You can utilize help from any source including parents, bhai sahib, internet 

etc to complete this homework. 
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2nd hour: (Arvind Singh) 
 

Sidh Gosht: The quiz for Pauris 12-23 of Sidh Gosht was assigned as homework. Please 

write your answers neatly or type them on a separate page - since your classmates 

correct your quiz in class, they have complained about bad hand-writing. 

 

Sohila Project for Grade 5 

 

Students were provided sheets with their assigned Shabads. They have to add both the 

Gurbani word meanings and the sentence translations to their sheets and submit them on 

Oct 19. This phase of the project is individual - even students in groups need to 

complete their sheets and submit them individually. 

New students in Grade 5 

 

 

Due to absences, the Rehat Maryada make-up Quiz will be conducted on November 2. 

This will cover pages 1-10 (covered last year), and pages 11-17 (covered this year). 

If any student needs an assignment sheet, please email your request 

to asingh@khalsa.com 
 

  

 Kids don’t forget your Dasvand box at home. You have to bring 

that box to every class. Make sure you write your name on the 

box. 
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